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Jaune Quick-to-See Smith, enrolled citizen of the Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes of 

the Flathead Reservation and prolific visual artist, created *Trade (Gifts for Trading Land With 

White People)* which emphasized relationships with land. American Indians, a settler colonial 

naming convention, have been here, are here, and will be here as long as humans exist. The 

term “American Indian” is the federal government’s naming convention for the original stewards 

of the land. Visual artists like Jaune Quick-to-See Smith remind us of the relationship people 

maintain with land. Browning Neddeau, one of the authors of this column, identifies as Citizen 

Potawatomi Nation. Each Tribe is its own citizenry, and the naming convention of American 

Indian combines hundreds of sovereign nations to be one and the same—which is not true. 

Each Tribe has a homeland to which they hold a relationship. The federal government 

introduced the concept of “owning” land instead of acknowledging the existing relationship with 

land.  

The purpose and cultural protocols of land acknowledgments can lean into performative 

practice, instead of one that honors the original (and still present) relationship that tribes have 

with specific places. The NAEA Equity, Diversity, & Inclusion Commission (the Commission) 

offers this column as an entry point for considering possible ways to honor the land on which 

you are an (un)invited guest. At the same time, we are cognizant that the column is not a means 

to an end, and that cultural protocols may differ depending on the homelands. 

 

Perhaps the foremost advice our Commission suggests is to reach out to the local tribe(s) in 

your area to seek wisdom and guidance. They have the longest relationship with the land and 
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can, if they desire, assist in appropriate protocol. Be aware of tokenism. It is important to note 

that tribes may have culturally appropriate ways to ask for wisdom and guidance, too. The 

Commission encourages people to research such practice and offer to correct any missteps 

along the way. Below is an example of how one Commissioner engaged in a land 

acknowledgment with the Osage Nation. We end the column with a call to action and some 

possible ways to enter this work in the spaces you occupy.  

 

When inquiring about the relationship with land, tribal homelands are not dictated by settler 

colonial state or country borders. A Tribe’s homeland may be across multiple present-day U.S. 

states. Our example is situated at a high school in Missouri, known as part of the Osage 

Nation’s ancestral homelands. The high school students painted a mural on the side of a 

downtown building in the style of a vintage postcard. City officials and school administration 

wanted imagery that honored local history, industry, and tourist attractions. With the permission 

of tribal authorities, part of the design included the seal of the Osage Nation, since all of 

southwest Missouri is part of their unceded ancestral lands. A plaque, using the land 

acknowledgment wording composed by the Osage, was added to the finished mural, near the 

artists’ signatures. Ironically, the building itself is a land title company. The following year, a 

grant from the Missouri Arts Council funded visiting artist Norman Akers. Akers painted a mural 

inside Lebanon High School depicting aspects of his Osage culture’s creation story. Students 

were able to make deeper connections to Osage customs, stories, and their relationship to the 

land we occupy. 

 

Maybe one reason why land acknowledgments can feel performative is because the hard work 

of social and political change is not overt and public facing. As art educators, we embrace 

identities and a sense of belonging in our students. We understand that land acknowledgments 

are much more than a box to check off before an event or meeting. We must foster relationships 

that can be the entry point for building connections with local communities. How do we increase 

our networks to create these authentic relationships, reflect on how to structurally change our 

processes to be inclusive, and integrate practices throughout all aspects of our work?  

 

We close with the following offerings: 

• Reach out to local tribes to discuss land acknowledgments. Each Tribe may have their 

own protocol or viewpoint on land acknowledgments. Do not write land 

acknowledgments on behalf of tribes.  

• Consider public, community art as a way to honor the land you occupy. Any tribal names 

or stories should be in consultation with the appropriate tribe(s).  

• Learn more about the Ask, Invite, Reflect Framework offered through NAEA and how 

this could be an entry point into land acknowledgments. 

• Visit Native Land Digital and LandBack to learn more about relationships with land. 

https://native-land.ca/
https://landback.org/

